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&ORRISON
Is your name Morrison? If so, it IS something of which to be proud. Instead of being
a common, ordinary, everyday, meaningless cognomen that name is very old and very distinguished. It is such that it would be an arduous
task indeed for a person to live up to it for according to tradition you are of the royal blood
of Norway.
Origin of the Family
The family of Morison, or Morrison, is very
numerous in 1 Scotland and the name has been a
fixed surname there and in the adjacent Island
of Lewis for probably a thousand years. It is
an old name in the Counties of Lincoln, Hertfordshire, and Lancaster, England, where persons of the name were knighted and received
coats of arms several centuries ago. The family
has spread and members may be found on every
continent, but they are most numerous in England, Scotland, Ireland, and America. However, . it appears evident that all of the name
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spring from the same stock and have a common
ongm.
The place where the family originated is
undoubtedly the Island of , Lewis off the West
coast of Scotland, and its founder was probably
of Norwegian descent. In connection with the
origin of the family the following is submitted:
In an article entitled "A Description of the
Lewis, by John, Morrison, Indweller There,"
written presumably between 1678 and 1688, the
author says: "The first and most ancient inhabitants of this countrie were three men of three
several races, viz. ; Mores, the son of Kennanus,
whom the Irish historians call 'Makurich,'
whom they make to be a son of one of the kings
of Norway, some of whose posteritie remains
in this land today. All the Morrisons in Scotland may challenge their descent from this
man. . . ."
A tradition preserved in the branch of the
family which settled . in New H ampshire is to
the same effect. This statement is from Robert
Morrison of Northwood, N. H., a former mayor
of Portsmouth, N. H., who received it in the
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early part of the 19th century from an aged
relative. While giving him words of admonition this aged person said: "Maintain the honor
and integrity of your family for the Morrisons
came from the best blood of Scotland, they are
descended from the royal family."
This evidence is adduced to show the ground
there is for belief in the consanguinity of. the
different branches of the family. The reader
cannot fail to notice the striking similarity of
these traditions coming down for two 1centuries
thru different channels. The branch of the
family which settled in New Hampshire emigrated from Scotland to Ireland at the time of
the siege of Derry ( 1688), and from there to
Nottingham, N. H., in 1727, and we know of no
intercourse between the Morrisons of New
Hampshire and the Morrisons of Scotland after
the emigration of the former in 1688. The traditions here and the traditions there were separate and independent. The streams, one on this
side of the Atlantic and one on that side, ran
unmingled for more than two hundred years
and yet they retain in their essential parts the
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same current of tradition. These traditions all
point in the same direction and tend to show a
common origin of the family and the Island of
Lewis as its common home.
Orthography of the Name . .

There is no authoritative manner of spelling
the name. It has been found spelled in many
different ways, such as, , Maryson, Moreson,
Morreson, Moorison, Morrisson, Morson,
Morisone, Morison, Morrison, etc. In early
days the family in Scotland, England, Ireland,
and America almost invariably spelled the name
with one "r," viz., Morison. This was the customary way of spelling the name until about
1800 when the change to Morrison became general and has continued to the present time.
Morison is the original mode of spelling. It
comes nearer the supposed derivation of the
name and appears to be the correct orthography
thereof.
COAT OF ARMS
A number of members of the Morrison family
have been knighted. In Burke's Heraldic Die-
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tionary are given the following arms as borne
by different branches of the family:
"1\.10RISON (Dersay, County of Fife,
Scotland.) Azure (blue) ; three Saracen heads conjoined in one neck,
proper, the faces looking to the chief
(front), dexter and sinister sides (both
sides) of the shield. Motto-Pretia
Pmdentia Praestat.
1\.10RISON (Lyon Register). The
same with two falcons' heads couped,
azure; in the flanks a serpent issuing
proper. Same motto.
MoRISON ( Bogney, Scotland). The
same as of Dersay, with the uppermost
head affixed by a1 wreath to the other
two.
MORISON (Preston Grange, Scotland). New Register. Argent ( silver). Three Moors' heads couped,
sable two, and one banded ~ of the first.
Crest-Three Saracens' heads as in the
arms of Morison of Dersay. Same
motto.
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MoRISON. Argent (silver), a fesse
gules (red) between three Moors'
heads, sable, banded of the second.
Crest-Three Moors' heads conjoined
in one neck, proper, one looking upward, the other two to the dexter and
sinister. Same motto.
MORISON or MORRISON ( Cashiobury,
Hertfordshire County, England), as
borne by Sir Charles Morrison, Knight
of the Bath, created a Baronet in 1611.
His daughter and heir, 1 Elizabeth,
married Arthur, Lord Capel, and was
the mother of Arthur, first Earl of
Essex. Arms-Or (golden), on a chief
gules (red) three chaplets of the field.
Crest-A Pegasus, or (golden).
Practically the same appears in Guillim's
Heraldry, page 251. Nisbet in his work on
Heraldry, Vol. 1, Page 262, says: "Those of the
name of Moir or Morrison carry three Moors'
heads relative to their name."
_THE :MoTTO, Pretia Prudentia Praestat, has
been translated as: "Prudence excels reward"

(Fairbairn's Crests), "Prudence is better than
profit" (Elwin's Handbook of Mottoes), "Prudence is better than riches" (Wash bourne's
Family Crests).
It is claimed that these arms and crests were
bestowed upon a Morrison in the war of the
Crusades for some deed of daring, by the English king, Richard I (Coeur de Lion). The
form of the crest-three Moors' heads-is pretty
strong evidence that it came from some incident
or incidents connected with the Crusades, for
where else could the Gaels _of Scotland have
come in contact with the Moors? Men did not
travel in those days and ordinary wars were
petty affairs, usually between neighboring chiefs.
We can. hardly look for the name then before
the Crusades, both on account of its composition,
having the Saxon "son" in it, and on account of
this crest, probably derived from some ancestor
of the Moore family.
It is interesting to note that Fynes Morison
was the greatest traveller of the Sixteenth century, and his 1'Itinerary Through Ten Kingdoms" is a most reliable and thoro account of
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the countries he visited during ten years of
laborious travel.

First M orrisons in America.
Many members of the :Morrison family have
emigrated to America. Among the early arrivals were:
ELIZABETH MORRISONJ aged 12,
came in the ship "Planter" with the
family of George Giddings, from
Hertfordshire, England, in 1635.
. \VILLIAM :MoRRISON, aged 23, embarked in the "Peter Bonaventure" of
London, bound for Barbadoes, in 1635.
ROBERT MORRISON embarked at 8.
Severn, England, for Virginia, August
21, 1635. (Founders of New England,
Page 101).
Previous to 1635 a Morrison was
Governor of Virginia for one year.
Prior to 1670 Richard Morrison was
appointed to the office of keeper of the
castle at Point Comfort, Virginia.
HANS MORRISON received a patent
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for land at White Clay Creek, Delaware, in 1670.
In the probate records of Rockingham County, N. H., is the record of
the death of Robert Morrison, May

10, 1677.
A number of Morrisons served in the War
of Independence. In Lineage Book of the
D. A. R. Vol. 20, Page 278, it is said of James
Morrison: "James l\1orrison was born in Donegal County, Ireland. He came to this country
in 1776 and settled in Pennsylvania. He was
actively engaged in the Revolutionary War
and all through the struggle for independence."
Some Promin ent Members of the Family
The following are but a few of the many
prominent Morrisons:
ARTHUR MORRISON ( 1863-

) . An

English novelist widely known for the
realism with which he depicts London
life and as a writer on Oriental art.
ROBERT

MORRISON

( 1782-1834).

The first Protestant missionary to
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China. He was the author of a New
Testament in Chinese and of a Chinese
grammar and dictionary.
GEORGE ERNEST MORRISON ( 1862). A British Journalist born at
Geelong, Victoria, Australia. Former
correspondent of the London Times
at Pekin, China, and the author of
many works portraying Chinese life.
In 1912 he was appointed political
adviser to the president of the Chinese
Republic.
WILLIAM MORRISON ( 1782-1834).
Canadian explorer and fur trader.
Was employed by John Jacob Astor
and made extensive explorations in the
Northwest territories. Claimed to have
explored in 1803-1804 Lac La Biche
(Elk Lake) which in 1832 was identified as the source of the Mississippi
River and renamed Itasca.
"'ILLIAM RALLS MORRISON ( 18241909). An eminent American lawyer
and legislator.
Born in Monroe

County, Illinois. \Vas a member of
Congress and in 1887 was appointed,
by Grover Cleveland, a member of the
Interstate Commerce Commission on
which he served until 1897, for the last
six years as chairman.
It may also be mentioned that Andrew
Carnegie's mother was a Morrison, and as a
memorial to her he built and endowed the magnificent school in Pittsburgh known as The
:Margaret Morrison School for Women.
Other Interesting Facts.

The Morrison family of today is quite numerous. For example theN ew York City directory
contains the names of 384 residents whose name
is Morrison, the Chicago directory 489, the
Philadelphia directory 302 and the Detroit
directory 292.
Towns and villages named "Morrison" are
to be found in Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Michigan, Missouri, New Y ark, North Caro-
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lina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin; in Canada,
in the Provinces of British Columbia, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario, and Quebec;
and in South America, in the Argentine
Republic.
In Minnesota there is a County named Morrison and on the Island of Formosa, off the coast
of Asia, is a mountain peak 13,000 feet in height
·
named Mt. Morrison.
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